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Executive Summary 

In our project, we are trying to find the cheapest and most accurate sensor configuration to 

locate sources of radiation from RDDs (radiological dispersal devices) in urban areas.   
Quickly and accurately detecting and locating radioactive sources is important because 

radiation in large doses for large amounts of time is very dangerous to humans; if people in danger 

are warned faster, they are able to take simple precautions that would greatly reduce the amount of 

radiation to which they are exposed. 

 
There will be multiple sensors that work together to find the location and the amount of 

radiation (or counts) of the source. They share their data to solve the equations for the x-location, 

y-location, and counts.  

 

In this report we will discuss common radioactive materials, radiation detectors and half-

lives, uniform and normal distributions, a description of the three sensor types, the mathematics of 

locating the source, our algorithm to quickly find the solution with more than four sensors, how we 

validated our model, our results, and our conclusions. 

 

We found that different cities have different optimal configurations because some will have 

buildings around all the roads and some might not have many buildings or roads. Some cities 

might not have much money so they might have to find different combinations of sensors that be 

less accurate. Therefore, programs like ours would be needed to optimize the solution for each 

city.   
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Introduction  

In our project, we are trying to find the cheapest and most accurate sensor configuration to 

locate sources of radiation from RDDs (radiological dispersal devices) in urban areas. For 

example, in a city there could be an unknown radioactive source or an explosion that disperses 

radioactive material of which we are trying to find the amount of radiation and location. Quickly 

and accurately detecting and locating radioactive sources is important because radiation in large 

doses for large amounts of time is very dangerous to humans; if people in danger are warned 

faster, they are able to take simple precautions that would greatly reduce the amount of radiation to 

which they are exposed. It is also useful to know the amount of radiation and location so 

emergency crews are not unknowingly exposed to large amounts of radiation without protection.  
 There will be multiple sensors that work together to find the location and the amount of 

radiation (or counts) of the source. They share their data to solve the equations for the x-location, 

y-location, and counts. It may seem like we will not need a supercomputer for this project because 

our algorithm is fast, but when we add more complex equations and larger amounts of buildings 

and sensors (which we can’t do because of time) we will need one. (While RDD’s motivated this 

research, our method could be used with different types of sensors for other areas of interest.) 

In this report we will discuss common radioactive materials, radiation detectors and half-

lives, uniform and normal distributions, a description of the three sensor types, the mathematics of 

locating the source, our algorithm to quickly find the solution with more than four sensors, how we 

validated our model, our results, and our conclusions. 
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Description 
 

Common Radioactive Substances 

 

In our research, we compiled a list of the radioactive materials that are most likely to be 

used in an RDD. They must have a long enough half-life to have a significant effect on an urban 

area and be common enough to be found easily by a group who wants to detonate an RDD. This 

table shows the elements and their half-lives [1]. 

 

Table 1: Radioactive Materials Likely to be Used in RDDs 

 

Element Half-Life Specific Activity (curies 
per gram) 

Iridium-192 73.8 Days 9200 ci/g  

Polonium-210 138 Days 4500 ci/g  

Californium-252 2.6 Years 540 ci/g 

Cobalt-60 5.3 Years 1100 ci/g 

Strontium-90 28.8 Years 140 ci/g 

Cesium-137 30.2 Years 88 ci/g 

Plutonium-238 87.7 Years 17ci/g 

Americium-241 432.2 Years 3.5 ci/g 

Radium-226 1600 Years 1 ci/g 
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Description of Radiation Detectors/Half-Life  

 

A radiation detector works when radiation enters a detection tube full of argon, neon, or 

helium (see Figure 1). When radiation enters the tube it ionizes the gas inside making an electrical 

jump or arc completing the circuit and triggering the needle or speaker [2]. The counts coming 

from the sensor are the counts we use in our program.  

 

There are four different types of radiation, alpha, beta, gamma, and neutron [2]. Beta 

sensors would be useful if our sensor happens to be very close; however, gamma sensors detect 

when the source is farther away. Alpha detectors would not be useful for our purpose because we 

would have to be too close to the source. The best general sensor would be a beta-gamma sensor 

because those are the two easiest to detect. In this program, we are using Geiger counters which in 

the real world would probably not be used. We used them because we made an assumption so we 

could start doing the math for the program. In the future we would do more research on radiation 

detectors. 

 

 
Figure 1: A picture of a simple Radiation Detector labeled. Source: Nate Golden.   
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Half-lives can be explained using cakeonium (basically, a cake). Suppose you have a cake. 

If you eat one half of the cake one day, and then half of that half, and then one half of that half, and 

keep doing that for eternity, then you would never completely finish the cake.  

 

Description of uniform and normal distributions 

 

A distribution is an equation that specifies the outcome of an experiment with the 

probability of occurrence [3]. One way to visualize this is to roll a die [4]. You have equal 

probability of getting every integer from 1-6. This is called a uniform distribution (see Figure 2 

(top left)). Another way to visualize a distribution is to roll two dice. You aren’t very likely to roll 

a two or a twelve, but you are likely to roll a seven, because there are more combinations of dice to 

roll seven than twelve or two (see Figure 2 (top right)). As the number of dice increase, it 

approaches a Gaussian or Normal distribution. As you can see, in the bottom left and right figures, 

rolling even more 

dice, you can begin 

to see how the 

pattern starts to 

form. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Examples of distribution functions for rolling a different number of dice. 
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  Since we do not have actual data (phew), we wrote a program that would create the data at 

the sensors. We used the uniform distribution so we could test a wide variety of locations of the 

source and sensors. Uniform is appropriate since there is an equal chance of all situations 

happening. We used Gaussian distribution to add uncertainty to our simulated data, so we could 

simulate not having a perfect world where radiation is propagated perfectly and sensors are spot 

on. Gaussian distribution error is appropriate so there is not an equal chance of getting 2% error 

and 200% error, since error doesn’t behave like that. 

 

Description of different types of sensors 

 

In order to test many different configurations, our program has stationary sensors that are 

placed in a predetermined configuration on the map, bus sensors that spawn randomly along the 

roads, and drone sensors that spawn randomly anywhere. In addition, to simulate pseudo-3D, 

stationary and bus sensors were blocked by buildings but drone sensors were not. 

 

The cost of these sensors is very simple with ground sensors costing $150 ($125 for the 

sensor and $25 for pvc, paint, wood, and bolts). We assumed putting sensors on buses and drones 

would cost a bit more with bus sensors costing $200, and drone sensors costing $300 assuming the 

city government already has buses and could get drones easier and cheaper. Future work could 

include better estimates. 

 

Mathematics of Locating in 1D with 3 Sensors 

 

Our program uses 2D geometry. Therefore, there are four equations for three unknowns. 

The fourth equation is needed because we have a quadratic equation, and we want to break the 

“tie.” For simplicity, we will show the derivation of the algebra for 1D with 2 and 3 sensors. The 

full derivation of the 2D geometry was provided by our mentor and is found in the appendix. 
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Figure 3: One Dimensional Math Geometry (2 and 3 sensors). 

 

 

Since radiation falls off as r2 we used the first two equations to find the counts at the 

sensors. Then if we move around some stuff, we can see that the third and fourth equations are 

both equal to C0. That means that they are equal to each other. Then we can multiply out our 

binomials and get the fifth equation. We then cast it into a quadratic equation and identify some 

parts as A, B, and C, because scientists and programmers don’t like to type the same things over 

and over. We then use the standard solution for the quadratic equation to find X0. There is a plus 

and minus, and we don’t know which is right. How do we break the tie? We add another sensor, 

and redo the equation using DEF and X3 and C3 instead of X1 and C1! If we multiply equation 7 by 
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D and equation 8 by –A, we can solve for X0, because there is no longer X0
2. To find out C0, we use 

the one of the third and fourth equations (it doesn’t matter). 

 

Fast Algorithm for Multiple Sensors 

 

In our original 2D program, we could only have four sensors because we had four 

equations and four unknowns: an x-location, a y-location, a concentration, and an additional sensor 

to “break the tie.” We needed more sensors so we could get more accurate results and try more 

configurations. To get around this problem in a simplistic manner, we came up with an algorithm 

that would choose the four sensors that had the largest concentrations, and solve the equations with 

those. At a future date, we could improve it by learning more sophisticated measures so that all 

sensors are used. 

  

Pseudo-3D 

 

 We simulated pseudo-3D by adding an algorithm (Bresenham's Line Algorithm [5]) to 

calculate the line of sight between the sensor and the source. If a building was in the way, we set 

the sensor counts to 0. We also had drones not be affected by buildings, as they are “above” the 

other sensors. 

 

Features of model  

 

We put in many useful features and used good coding habits. We didn’t use hardcoded 

numbers, and instead used variables defined at the top of the program. We tried to break our code, 

and we made it so it will exit gracefully and told the users why. We used a descriptive filename to 

track our results. We used an “if” statement so that the program could easily be adapted to work on 

different computers. We developed the ability to read in a grid of any size (it assumed it was 

square) that the user created (using a text file with 0’s, 1’s, and 2’s) and define grass with 0, roads 

with 1, and buildings with 2. We split our code into modules for ease of use and to be more easily 

understood by the user. If you are doing multiple runs, it calculates how many non-solutions there 

are and writes source and sensor locations and counts to a file so we can discover the patterns for 

the non-solutions (see Figure 4). For example, we found that when our source was near the edge of 
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the grid there were large errors. Therefore, we made it so that it does not spawn near the edge. If 

there are a small number of repeats (10), the program plots the grid, the source, and the sensor 

locations, a histogram of the error in the counts, and the location. For larger numbers of repeats, it 

only plots the histograms. We also used github so we could save our work and collaborate easily. 

 

Figure 4: Example text file for debugging. 

Verification and Validation 
 

Verification is the the process of establishing the truth, accuracy, or validity of something 

[6]. In Python, we created a 1D model with 2 sensors that found a source count. We inserted 

counts and locations for our two sensors and source. The numbers were based on math we had 

done previously. Our first program had two sensors along a 1D axis that found the source of 

radiation. We came up with our own sensor and source counts and locations and checked with our 

own math to see if the computer had found the correct source. Our plots helped visualize the 

results. Our output file allowed us to see a pattern of non-solutions and poor answers. The 
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histogram helped us verify the model. For example, we expect the errors from our program to be a 

normal distribution with a median value of zero. 

  
Validation is comparing the answer of our model to real data [7]. We did not do this; 

however, our approach allows us to add more and more complexity so that we can eventually 

compare to real data.  

Results 
We designed three different grids and varied the number and type of sensors, whether the 

buildings blocked the sensors, and the sensor error. Our criteria to determine the best answer was 

the standard deviation of the error in the location of the computed source, the number of non-

solutions, and the cost. 

 

City 1: Jonland 

 

Figure 5 shows the layout of Jonland, and the symbols are described at the side (except for the X 

over sensors, which means the sensor is blocked). Tables 2-4 show the standard deviation of the 

error, the number of non-solutions, and the cost (it is constant, so it’s only in Table 2). In Table 2, 

ground sensors were best because they have a good geometry every time and are usually best when 

alone (because otherwise, they wouldn’t be used as much). In Table 3, drones were best, because 

they evade blocking, as they are ‘up high’. In Table 4, four of each was best, as a greater number 

of sensors means better coverage against error. Figure 6 is a histogram showing the location error 

tested with 0% error without blocking. All of these tests were done in Jonland. 
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Figure 5: Jonland 

 

Table 2:  0% Error, No Blocking, City 1 

Sensors STD Location Nosols Cost 

4 ground 0.95 919 600 

4 bus 0.94 134 800 

4 drone 0.86 484 1200 

4 each 1.52 221 2600 
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Table 3: 0% Error, with Blocking, City 1  

Sensors STD Location Nosols 

4 ground NaN 10000 

4 bus 1.14 7859 

4 drone 0.62 1375 

4 each 1.21 1118 

 

Table 4: 25% Error, with Blocking, City 1 

Sensors STD Location Nosols 

4 ground NaN 10,000 

4 bus 4.47 8602 

4 drone 4.94 2144 

4 each 4.1 1783 
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Figure 6: Histogram for 0% Error without Blocking, City 1. 

 

City 2: Ethanville 

 

 Figure 7 shows the layout of Ethanville. In Table 5, buses were the best because they had 

the lowest standard deviation and Non-Solution count. In Table 6, four of each was best because 

they had much better results which made up for the higher price. In Table 7, four each was the best 

because they had much better results which made up for the higher price. 
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Figure 7: Ethanville 

 

 

Table 5:  0% Error, No Blocking, City 2 

Sensors STD Location Nosols Cost 

4 ground 1.10 4098 600 

4 bus .40 968 800 

4 drone .87 2982 1200 

4 each .86 2073 2600 
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Table 6: 0% Error, with Blocking, City 2 

Sensors STD Location Nosols 

4 ground NaN 10000 

4 bus 1.29 7859 

4 drone 1.37 1375 

4 each 1.24 1118 

  

Table 7: 25% Error, with Blocking, City 2 

Sensors STD Location Nosols 

4 ground NaN 10000 

4 bus 1.31 7865 

4 drone 1.38 1420 

4 each 1.24 1047 
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Figure 8: Histogram for 0% Error, with Blocking, City 2. 

 

City 3: Golden City  

Figure 9 shows Golden City. The best type for Test 1 (0% Error, No Blocking, City 3) was 

4 Ground because it had the least fails. The best type for Test 2 (0% Error, Blocking, City 3) was 4 

Drones because it failed the least. The best type for Test 3 (25% Error, Blocking, City 3) was 4 

Drones, 4 Ground, and 4 Buses because it had the least fails as shown. 
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Figure 9 : Golden City  

 

Table 8: 0% Error, No Blocking, City 3 

Sensors STD Location Nosols Cost 

4 ground 1.09 157 600 

4 bus 1.23 759 800 

4 drone 0.63 206 1200 

4 each 3.56 837 2600 
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Table 9: 0% Error, with Blocking, City 3 

Sensors STD Location Nosols Cost 

4 ground NaN 10000 600 

4 bus 1.65 9544 800 

4 drone 0.64 249 1200 

4 each 1.12 463 2600 

 

Table 10: 25% Error, with Blocking, City 3 

Sensors STD Location Nosols Cost 

4 ground NaN 10000 600 

4 bus 3.94 9594 800 

4 drone 5.02 2160 1200 

4 each 3.56 1845 2600 
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Figure 10: Histogram for 25% Error, with Blocking, City 3. 

Conclusions 
 

In conclusion, we found that different cities have different optimal configurations because 

some will have buildings around all the roads and some might not have many roads. Some cities 

might not have much money so they might have to find different combinations of sensors that 

would be less accurate. Therefore, programs like ours would needed optimization for each city’s 

solutions. So, we actually found another use for our program that we hadn’t planned out! Some 

things we could improve in the future are adding not just pseudo-3D but actual 3D, the ability to 

use every sensor if there are more than 4, more detailed research on the sensors, and custom 

pictures for the sensor types.  

Our most significant achievement was developing the idea to use a combination of sensors; 

learning the algebra, physics, and statistics; coming up with the algorithm to use the 4 sensors with 
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the greatest concentration; and obtaining an algorithm that could be used to simulate a pseudo-3D 

scenario.  We also learned a lot about coding in python and how to write code well.   
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Appendix A: The Code 
 

Main Program:  (spaces and tabs did not quite copy correctly).   

import numpy as np 
import math 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import sys 
from matplotlib import colors 
from utilities import * 
import scipy.stats 
 
#User Variables 
 
num_sens_ground= 0 # number of sensors that are on the corners of the grid 
num_sens_bus =0# number of sensors that are on a bus (random location on streets) 
num_sens_drones=4 # number of sensors that are on a drone (random location anywhere) 
numsens = num_sens_ground+num_sens_bus+num_sens_drones 
 
#Costs of individual sensors 
 
Drone_cost=300 
Bus_cost=200 
Ground_cost=150 
 
cost=(num_sens_drones*Drone_cost)+(num_sens_bus*Bus_cost)+(num_sens_ground*Ground_c
ost) 
print"$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$" 
print" Cost: "+str(cost)+'$' 
print"$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$" 
 
# If you want buildings to block ground and bus sensors, set to True, otherwise, set to False. 
 
turn_on_blocked = True 
 
mincts = 1.0 # Minimum Count, can not be less than or equal 0 
maxcts =1000.0 
 
mingrid = 0.0 
 
numrepeats=10000 
sigma_error=25 # In percent, i.e. 25 is 25%. 
 
name='jon' # Choose which user is running this program. 
 
# Create filename for text and plot output. 
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fname = 
name+'_'+str(num_sens_ground)+'_'+str(num_sens_bus)+'_'+str(num_sens_drones)+'_'+str(numr
epeats) 
 
# Based on user, define path. 
 
if name=='jon': 
path='c:/users/richard/desktop/output/' 
if name=='emf': 
path='C:/Users/ethan/Desktop/python_out/' 
if name=='lat': 
path='/Users/ltriplett/Desktop/python/' 
if name=='school': 
path='/Users/student/' 
 
# Choose your grid name 
 
fgrid=open(path+'grid_nate.txt','r') 
 
# Define output file name. 
fout = open(path+fname,'w') 
 
# Read in grid. Use flipud because .... 
roadgrid_all = np .flipud(np.loadtxt(fgrid)) 
 
# Subtract one because.... 
roadgrid = roadgrid_all[:-1] 
 
#Define max grid, assumes the grid is square. 
maxgrid =int(np.sqrt(roadgrid.size)) 
 
#Define location of buildings. Flip x and y because .... 
biy,bix= np.where((roadgrid) ==2) 
 
# Zip the x and y grids together to create a tuple that can be compared 
# with line-of-sight calculation. 
buildings= zip(bix,biy) 
 
# input error checking 
 
if mincts <=0: 
sys.exit('Mimimum Count cannot be less than or equal to 0.') 
 
if numrepeats <=0 or num_sens_bus<0 or num_sens_drones<0 or num_sens_ground<0: 
sys.exit('You have negative sensors, or you ran it 0 times') 
#initialize variables 
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no_sol_count = 0 
 
# define arrays 
 
c0errcts=np.zeros(numrepeats) 
c0errloc=np.zeros(numrepeats) 
 
for it in range(0,numrepeats): 
c0errcts[it] = 0 
c0errloc[it]=0 
sens_cts = np.zeros(numsens) 
sensor_locx=np.zeros(numsens) 
sensor_locy=np.zeros(numsens) 
sens_cts_new = np.zeros(4) 
sensor_locx_new = np.zeros(4) 
sensor_locy_new = np.zeros(4) 
blocked= np.zeros(numsens,dtype=bool) 
# Location Corner sensors 
if (num_sens_ground != 0): sensor_locx, sensor_locy = 
sens_loc_corner(mingrid,maxgrid,num_sens_ground,sensor_locx,sensor_locy) 
# Location Bus sensors 
if (num_sens_bus != 0): sensor_locx,sensor_locy=bus(mingrid,maxgrid,num_sens_ground, 
num_sens_ground+num_sens_bus,roadgrid,sensor_locx,sensor_locy) 
 
# Location Drone sensors 
if (num_sens_drones != 0): sensor_locx, sensor_locy = 
sens_loc_drones(mingrid,maxgrid,num_sens_ground+num_sens_bus,numsens,sensor_locx,senso
r_locy) 
 
# Calculated counts at sensors 
c0,x0,y0,sens_cts = 
defcts(mincts,maxcts,mingrid,maxgrid,numsens,sensor_locx,sensor_locy,sigma_error) 
# Calculate line-of-sight for each source (assumed) and ground or bus sensor. Drones are 
assumed to not be blocked by buildings. 
if turn_on_blocked: 
for ig in range(0,num_sens_ground+num_sens_bus): 
blocked[ig] == False 
los = get_line((int(x0),int(y0)), (int(sensor_locx[ig]),int(sensor_locy[ig]))) 
for il in range(0,len(los)): 
for ib in range(0,len(buildings)): 
if los[il]==buildings[ib]: 
blocked[ig]=True 
for ig in range(num_sens_ground+num_sens_bus+1,numsens): 
blocked[ig]=False 
# If blocked = true, set concentration to 0. 
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sens_cts[np.where(blocked==True)] = 0 
 
# If there are 4 or more sensors, find the sensors with the largest counts. 
if np.array(np.where(blocked==False)).size >= 4: 
sens_cts_new, sensor_locx_new, sensor_locy_new = find_max_cts(sens_cts, 
sensor_locx,sensor_locy) 
else: 
fout.write('Sorry, not more than 4 sensors') 
flag = False 
# Find solution 
c0c,x0c,y0c,flag,no_sol_count = 
find_solution(fout,x0,y0,c0,mincts,maxcts,mingrid,maxgrid,sens_cts_new,sensor_locx_new,sens
or_locy_new,no_sol_count) 
 
# Calculate statistics. 
if flag == False: 
c0errcts[it]= float('nan') 
c0errloc[it] = float('nan') 
if flag == True: 
if c0 !=0: 
c0errcts[it] = (c0-c0c)/c0*100 
else: 
c0errcts[it] = float('nan') 
if (x0 ==0): 
c0errloc[it] =(y0-y0c) 
else: 
c0errloc[it] =float('nan') 
if (y0 ==0): 
c0errloc[it] =(x0-x0c) 
else: 
c0errloc[it] =float('nan') 
if x0 !=0 and y0 != 0: 
c0errloc[it] =np.sqrt((x0-x0c)**2+(y0-y0c)**2) 
else: 
c0errloc[it] =float('nan') 
 
##MAKE IT RAIN 
 
if numrepeats <= 10: 
print('******************************************') 
print('Assumed Source Location: '+str(x0)+' , '+str(y0)) 
print('Assumed Source Count: '+str(c0)) 
print('--------------------------------------------------------') 
 
print('******************************************') 
print('Calculated Source Location: '+str(x0c)+' , '+str(y0c)) 
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print('Calculated Source Count: '+str(c0c)) 
print('--------------------------------------------------------') 
print('error',c0errcts[it]) 
plt.figure() 
plt.xlim((mingrid-1,maxgrid+1)) 
plt.ylim((mingrid-1,maxgrid+1)) 
terrain=colors.ListedColormap(['green', 'gray','black']) 
plt.imshow(roadgrid_all, interpolation='nearest',cmap=terrain) 
symbol_mult = 70 
 
plt.scatter(x0c,y0c,symbol_mult,color='red', label='Calc') 
plt.scatter(x0,y0,symbol_mult,color='lime', marker = '*', label='Orig') 
it0 = 0 
it1 = num_sens_ground 
plt.scatter(sensor_locx[it0:it1],sensor_locy[it0:it1],symbol_mult,color='orange', 
marker='s',label='ground') 
 
it0 = it1 
it1 = num_sens_ground+num_sens_bus 
plt.scatter(sensor_locx[it0:it1],sensor_locy[it0:it1],symbol_mult,color='yellow',label='bus') 
it0 = it1 
it1 = numsens 
plt.scatter(sensor_locx[it0:it1],sensor_locy[it0:it1],symbol_mult,color='blue',marker='^', 
label='drone') 
 
it0 = 0 
it1=4 
plt.scatter(sensor_locx_new[it0:it1],sensor_locy_new[it0:it1],(symbol_mult*0.5),color='magenta'
,label='4 closest') 
 
for ig in range(0,numsens): 
if blocked[ig] == True: 
plt.scatter(sensor_locx[ig],sensor_locy[ig],symbol_mult*2,color='red',marker='x') 
plt.legend(bbox_to_anchor=(1.05,1),loc=2,borderaxespad=0,scatterpoints=1,fontsize=10) 
 
 
ctsc0erravg=scipy.stats.nanmean(c0errcts) 
ctsc0errmed=scipy.stats.nanmedian(c0errcts) 
ctsc0errstd=scipy.stats.nanstd(c0errcts) 
locc0erravg=scipy.stats.nanmean(c0errloc) 
locc0errmed=scipy.stats.nanmedian(c0errloc) 
locc0errstd=scipy.stats.nanstd(c0errloc) 
 
 
print ("Avg error c0",ctsc0erravg) 
print ("Median error c0",ctsc0errmed) 
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print ("Std error c0",ctsc0errstd) 
print("******************************") 
print ("Avg error loc",locc0erravg) 
print ("Median error loc",locc0errmed) 
print ("Std error loc",locc0errstd) 
 
print ("No Solution Count", no_sol_count, no_sol_count/float(numrepeats)*100) 
 
fout.write ("Avg error c0 "+ str(ctsc0erravg)+'\n') 
fout.write("No Solution Count "+ str(no_sol_count)+' '+str(float(no_sol_count/numrepeats*100))) 
 
if numrepeats > 1: 
 
# plot all simulations 
 
plt.figure() 
plt.hist(c0errcts,color='g',range=(min(c0errcts),max(c0errcts)),bins=20) 
 
plt.ylabel('Number of Times') 
plt.xlabel('Percent Error') 
plt.title('Counts') 
plt.savefig(path+fname+'_cts_hist.png') 
plt.figure() 
plt.hist(c0errloc,color='g',range=(min(c0errloc),max(c0errloc)),bins=20) 
 
plt.ylabel('Number of Times') 
plt.xlabel('Error') 
plt.title('Location') 
plt.savefig(path+fname+'_loc_hist.png') 
 
# zoom in 
plt.figure() 
plt.ylim(0,200) 
plt.xlim(-200,200) 
plt.hist(c0errcts,color='r',range=(min(c0errcts),max(c0errcts)),bins=20) 
plt.ylabel('Number of Times') 
plt.xlabel('Percent Error') 
plt.title('Counts') 
plt.savefig(path+fname+'_cts_hist_zoom.png') 
plt.figure() 
plt.ylim(0,200) 
plt.hist(c0errloc,color='r',range=(min(c0errloc),max(c0errloc)),bins=20) 
plt.ylabel('Number of Times') 
plt.xlabel('Error') 
plt.title('Location') 
plt.savefig(path+fname+'_loc_hist_zoom.png') 
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fout.close() 
plt.show() 
# To close all plots use: close("all") in command line. 
 
 

 
 

Utilities: 

def get_line(start, end): 
 
# Calculates the line of sight from the estimated source to the sensor. 
# Provided by our mentor based on: 
http://www.roguebasin.com/index.php?title=Bresenham%27s_Line_Algorithm 
 
"""Bresenham's Line Algorithm 
Produces a list of tuples from start and end 
>>> points1 = get_line((0, 0), (3, 4)) 
>>> points2 = get_line((3, 4), (0, 0)) 
>>> assert(set(points1) == set(points2)) 
>>> print points1 
[(0, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4)] 
>>> print points2 
[(3, 4), (2, 3), (1, 2), (1, 1), (0, 0)] 
""" 
# Setup initial conditions 
x1, y1 = start 
x2, y2 = end 
dx = x2 - x1 
dy = y2 - y1 
# Determine how steep the line is 
is_steep = abs(dy) > abs(dx) 
# Rotate line 
if is_steep: 
x1, y1 = y1, x1 
x2, y2 = y2, x2 
# Swap start and end points if necessary and store swap state 
swapped = False 
if x1 > x2: 
x1, x2 = x2, x1 
y1, y2 = y2, y1 
swapped = True 
# Recalculate differentials 
dx = x2 - x1 
dy = y2 - y1 
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# Calculate error 
error = int(dx / 2.0) 
ystep = 1 if y1 < y2 else -1 
# Iterate over bounding box generating points between start and end 
y = y1 
points = [] 
for x in range(x1, x2 + 1): 
coord = (y, x) if is_steep else (x, y) 
points.append(coord) 
error -= abs(dy) 
if error < 0: 
y += ystep 
error += dx 
# Reverse the list if the coordinates were swapped 
if swapped: 
points.reverse() 
return points 
def find_max_cts(sens_cts,sensor_locx,sensor_locy): 
 
# Describe..... 
# Algorithm developed and programmed by Ethan Fisk. 
 
import numpy as np 
 
indices = np.argsort(sens_cts) 
sens_cts_new = sens_cts[indices] 
sens_locx_new = sensor_locx[indices] 
sens_locy_new = sensor_locy[indices] 
return sens_cts_new[-4:], sens_locx_new[-4:], sens_locy_new[-4:] 
def sens_loc_corner(min_loc,max_loc,num, sensor_locx,sensor_locy): 
 
# Module to define locations of ground sensors. 
# Algorithm developed and programmed by Jonathan Triplett. 
if num >= 1: 
sensor_locx[0]=min_loc 
sensor_locy[0]=max_loc 
if num >= 2: 
sensor_locx[1]=max_loc 
sensor_locy[1]=min_loc 
if num >= 3: 
sensor_locx[2]=round(max_loc/2.0)+1 
sensor_locy[2]=round(max_loc/2.0)+1 
if num >= 4: 
sensor_locx[3]=min_loc 
sensor_locy[3]=min_loc 
if num >= 5: 
sensor_locx[4]=max_loc 
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sensor_locy[4]=max_loc 
if num == 0: 
print 'Sorry, You cannot solve with Zero sensors!' 
if num < 0: 
print 'Sorry, You cannot have Negative sensors!' 
return sensor_locx, sensor_locy 
 
 
def bus(min_loc,max_loc,num1,num2,roadgrid,sensor_locx,sensor_locy): 
 
# Module to define bus locations. 
# Algorithm developed and programmed by Ethan Fisk. 
 
import numpy as np 
for isens in range(num1,num2): 
valid=False 
count = 0 
while (valid == False and count < 50): 
# To make sure it doesn't get into an infinite loop 
count = count + 1 
x=(np.random.randint(min_loc+1,max_loc-1)) 
y=(np.random.randint(min_loc+1,max_loc-1)) 
 
if roadgrid[y,x] == 1 and x != min_loc and y != min_loc and x != max_loc and y != max_loc: 
sensor_locx[isens]=x 
sensor_locy[isens]=y 
valid=True 
 
return sensor_locx,sensor_locy 
 
def sens_loc_drones(min_loc,max_loc,num1,num2,sensor_locx,sensor_locy): 
 
# Module to define locations of drones. 
# Algorithm developed and programmed by Nate Golden. 
 
import numpy as np 
for isens in range(num1,num2): 
sensor_locx[isens]= np.random.randint(min_loc+1,max_loc-1) 
sensor_locy[isens]= np.random.randint(min_loc+1,max_loc-1) 
return sensor_locx,sensor_locy 
def defcts(mincts,maxcts,minloc,maxloc,numsens,sensor_locx,sensor_locy,sigma_error): 
 
# Module to define source location, source counts, sensor counts, + uncertainty 
# Algorithm developed and programmed by ??. 
 
import numpy as np 
debug = False 
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if debug: 
source_cts = 100 
source_locx = 10 
source_locy = 10 
else: 
source_cts = np.random.randint(mincts,maxcts) 
source_locx=float(np.random.randint(minloc+2,maxloc-2)) 
source_locy=float(np.random.randint(minloc+2,maxloc-2)) 
sensor_cts = source_cts/((source_locx-sensor_locx)**2+(source_locy-sensor_locy)**2) 
if (sigma_error != 0): 
error=np.random.normal(0,sigma_error/100.0,numsens) 
else: 
error = np.zeros(numsens) 
sensor_cts = sensor_cts*(1.0-error) 
return source_cts,source_locx, source_locy, sensor_cts 
 
def 
find_solution(fout,x0,y0,c0,mincts,maxcts,mingrid,maxgrid,sens_cts,sensor_locx,sensor_locy,no_s
ol_count): 
 
# Describe.... 
# Algorithm developed by mentor and programmed by Jonathan Triplett. 
 
source_str = 'Source X Location:'+str(x0)+' Y Location: '+str(y0)+' Counts: '+str(c0)+'\n' 
sens_x_str = 'Sensor X Locations '+str(sensor_locx)+'\n' 
sens_y_str = 'Sensor Y Locations '+str(sensor_locy)+'\n' 
sens_cts_str = 'Sensor Counts '+str(sens_cts)+'\n' 
stars = '****************************************************\n' 
 
A= sens_cts[0]-sens_cts[1] 
B= -2*sensor_locx[0]*sens_cts[0]+2*sensor_locx[1]*sens_cts[1] 
C= -2*sensor_locy[0]*sens_cts[0]+2*sensor_locy[1]*sens_cts[1] 
D= sens_cts[0]*(sensor_locx[0]**2+sensor_locy[0]**2)-
sens_cts[1]*(sensor_locx[1]**2+sensor_locy[1]**2) 
 
E= sens_cts[2]-sens_cts[3] 
F= -2*sensor_locx[2]*sens_cts[2]+2*sensor_locx[3]*sens_cts[3] 
G= -2*sensor_locy[2]*sens_cts[2]+2*sensor_locy[3]*sens_cts[3] 
H= sens_cts[2]*(sensor_locx[2]**2+sensor_locy[2]**2)-
sens_cts[3]*(sensor_locx[3]**2+sensor_locy[3]**2) 
 
I= sens_cts[1]-sens_cts[3] 
J= -2*sensor_locx[1]*sens_cts[1]+2*sensor_locx[3]*sens_cts[3] 
K= -2*sensor_locy[1]*sens_cts[1]+2*sensor_locy[3]*sens_cts[3] 
L= sens_cts[1]*(sensor_locx[1]**2+sensor_locy[1]**2)-
sens_cts[3]*(sensor_locx[3]**2+sensor_locy[3]**2) 
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M = B*I-A*J 
N = B*E-A*F 
 
num = N*A*L-N*I*D-M*A*H+M*D*E 
den = -C*E*M+A*G*M+N*I*C-N*A*K 
if (den != 0 and (B*E-A*F) !=0 ): 
y0c = (num)/(den) 
x0c = (A*H-D*E-(C*E-A*G)*y0c)/(B*E-A*F) 
c0c = sens_cts[0]*((sensor_locx[0]-x0c)**2 + (sensor_locy[0]-y0)**2) 
flag = True 
else: 
fout.write('no soln \n') 
fout.write(source_str) 
fout.write(sens_x_str) 
fout.write(sens_y_str) 
fout.write(sens_cts_str) 
fout.write(stars) 
c0c = float('nan') 
x0c = float('nan') 
y0c = float('nan') 
flag = False 
no_sol_count = no_sol_count + 1 
if x0c < mingrid or x0c > maxgrid: 
fout.write('no soln not in x grid \n') 
fout.write(source_str) 
fout.write(sens_x_str) 
fout.write(sens_y_str) 
fout.write(sens_cts_str) 
fout.write(stars) 
c0c = float('nan') 
x0c = float('nan') 
y0c = float('nan') 
flag = False 
no_sol_count = no_sol_count + 1 
if y0c < mingrid or y0c > maxgrid: 
fout.write('no soln not in y grid \n') 
fout.write(source_str) 
fout.write(sens_x_str) 
fout.write(sens_y_str) 
fout.write(sens_cts_str) 
fout.write(stars) 
c0c = float('nan') 
x0c = float('nan') 
y0c = float('nan') 
flag = False 
no_sol_count = no_sol_count + 1 
if c0c < mincts or y0c > maxcts: 
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fout.write('no soln cts less than 0 \n') 
fout.write(source_str) 
fout.write(sens_x_str) 
fout.write(sens_y_str) 
fout.write(sens_cts_str) 
fout.write(stars) 
c0c = float('nan') 
x0c = float('nan') 
y0c = float('nan') 
flag = False 
no_sol_count = no_sol_count + 1 
return c0c,x0c,y0c,flag,no_sol_count 
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Appendix B: Derivation of 2D geometry  

Supplied by mentor 
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